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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we use the tools of Gröbner bases and combinatorial secant varieties to study
the determinantal ideals It of the extended Hankel matrices. Denote by c-chain a sequence
a1, . . . , ak with ai + c < ai+1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1. Using the results of c-chain, we
solve the membership problem for the symbolic powers I(s)t and we compute the primary
decomposition of the product It1 · · · Itk of the determinantal ideals. Passing through the
initial ideals and algebras we prove that the product It1 · · · Itk has a linear resolution and
the multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk ) is defined by a Gröbner basis of
quadrics.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of determinantal ideals, rings and varieties is a classical topic in commutative algebra, algebraic geometry and
invariant theory. The case of generic matrices is well understood, see the book of Bruns and Vetter [2], as well as that of
generic symmetric and generic skew-symmetric matrices, see the papers of Józefiak [13] and Józefiak–Pragacz [14]. One of
the possible ways to study these objects is via deformation to monomial ideals and this can be done by means of Gröbner
bases. For the generic families, the Gröbner bases have been described by Sturmfels [16], Herzog–Trung [12], Conca [4],
Sturmfels–Sullivant [18] and Sullivant [19]. The case of minors of Hankel matrices has been studied by Conca [6]. In this
paper, we deal with extended Hankel matrices.
Let R = K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] where K is a field. Our goal is the study of the ideal It generated by the set of t-minors of the
matrix:
Xt =

x1 x2 x3 · · · xn−(t−1)c
x1+c x2+c · · · · · · · · ·
x1+2c · · · · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
x1+(t−1)c · · · · · · · · · xn

.
Aswewill explain, I2 defines the (unique) balanced rational normal scroll ofPn−1 of dimension c and It defines its (t−1)th
secant variety. Our goal is to study the symbolic powers and the primary decomposition of the powers of the ideals It and
the associated blow-up algebras. We will employ various techniques including those used in [5–7,19,18].
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We now describe our results in detail. We obtain the following descriptions of the symbolic powers and of the primary
decomposition of the powers of It :
I(s)t =
−
Iatt I
at+1
t+1 · · · Iamm ,
where m = ⌊ n+cc+1⌋ and the sum is extended over all the sequences of non-negative integers at , at+1, . . . , am, with
at + 2at+1 + · · · + (m− t + 1)am = s. The primary decomposition of Ist is:
Ist = I(s)t ∩ I(2s)t−1 ∩ · · · ∩ I(ts)1 .
Both the description of the symbolic powers and of the primary decomposition are the expected ones in view of the results
of De Concini et al. [9] and Sullivant [19].
Furthermore we also describe a primary decomposition of every product It1 · · · Its and prove that It1 · · · Its has a linear
resolution. We show that the symbolic and the ordinary Rees algebras of It are Cohen–Macaulay. We also show that the
Rees algebra of It is Koszul (indeed defined by a Gröbner basis of quadrics). Finally, we generalize these results, showing
that the multi-Rees algebra Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk) is Cohen–Macalauy and Koszul for every choice of the numbers t1, . . . , tk.
Some results in this paper have been conjectured and confirmed by using the computer algebra package CoCoA [8]. This
paper wasmade possible with the invaluable support from Prof. Aldo Conca. Many thanks also to Alexandru Constantinescu
for his support.
2. Notation
In this section, we recall some results from [18,19] relating ideals defining secant varieties to their symbolic powers.
Let I1, . . . , In be ideals in a polynomial ring R = K[x] = K[x1, . . . , xn] over a field K. The join I1 ∗ · · · ∗ Ir is computed
as follows. We use rn new indeterminates, grouped into r vectors Yj = (yj1, . . . , yjn), j = 1, . . . , r and we consider the
polynomial ring K[x, y] in all rn + n indeterminates. Let Ij(Yj) be the image of the ideal Ij in K[x, y] under the map x → yj.
Then I1 ∗ I2 ∗ · · · ∗ Ir is the elimination ideal
I1(y1)+ · · · + Ir(yr)+

y1i + y2i + · · · + yri − xi : i = 1, . . . , n
 ∩ K[x].
We define the rth secant ideal of an ideal I ⊂ K[x] to be the r-fold join of I with itself:
I{r} := I ∗ I ∗ · · · ∗ I.
If K = K¯, I and J are homogeneous radical ideals defining varieties V = V (I) andW = V (J) then I ∗ J is the vanishing ideal
of the embedded join
V ∗W = ∪v∈V ∪w∈W

v,w

,
where

v,w

is the line spannedbyv andw and the closure operation is the Zariski closure. The join operation is commutative
and associative. Moreover, it satisfies the distributive law with respect to intersection; see [18, Lemma 2.1].
Given a term order≺ and an ideal I ofK[x]we denote by in≺(I) the initial ideal of I with respect to≺. The authors proved
in [15, Theorem 2.3] that:
Theorem 2.1. We have the following inclusion:
in≺(I1 ∗ I2 ∗ · · · ∗ Ir) ⊆ in≺(I1) ∗ in≺(I2) ∗ · · · ∗ in≺(Ir).
In particular, we have
in≺(I{r}) ⊆

in≺(I)
{r}
.
Definition 2.2. The term order≺ is called delightful for the ideal I if
in≺(I{r}) =

in≺(I)
{r}
for all r ≥ 1.
Let G be an undirected graph with vertex set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. To Gwe associate the edge ideal I(G)which is generated
by the square-free quadratic monomials xixj corresponding to the edges {i, j} of G.
The chromatic number χ(G) of graphG is the smallest number of colorswhich can be used to give a coloring of the vertices
of G such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. The clique number is the size of the largest complete subgraph.
To the subset V ⊂ [n]we associate the monomialmV =∏i∈V xi and GV is the subgraph of G associated with V . A graph G is
called perfect if the chromatic number χ(GV ) equals the clique numberω(GV ) for every subset V ⊂ [n]. In [18, Theorem 3.2]
and [18, Proposition 3.4], we have two following results:
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Theorem 2.3. The rth secant of an edge ideal I(G) is generated by the square-free monomials mV whose subgraph GV is not
r-colorable, that is:
I(G){r} = mV |χ(GV ) > r.
The minimal generators of I(G){r} are those monomials mV such that GV is not r-colorable but GU is r-colorable for every proper
subset U ⊂ V .
Proposition 2.4. A graph G is perfect if and only if the ideal I(G){r} is generated in degree r + 1 for every r ∈ N such that
I(G){r} ≠ 0.
Let I be a radical ideal in a polynomial ring R over an algebraically closed field. We define the sth symbolic power of I to
be
I(s) =

p∈V (I)
msp.
When I is a prime ideal we known that I(s) is also the I-primary component of Is. In other words,
I(s) = R ∩ IsRI = {x ∈ R : there exists f ∈ R \ I such that fx ∈ Is}.
In [19, Proposition 2.8], the author gives a formula to compute the symbolic power by join operation, namely:
I(r) = I ∗mr ,
wherem = (x1, . . . , xn) is the maximal homogeneous ideal of R.
In characteristic zero, the symbolic power can also be computed by taking derivatives:
I(s) =

f
 ∂ |a|f∂xa ∈ I for all a ∈ Nn with |a| =
n−
i=1
ai ≤ s− 1

.
Thus, the symbolic power I(s) contains all polynomials that vanish to order s on the affine variety V (I), and hence contains
important geometric information about the variety.
Let I be a homogeneous radical ideal such that it does not containing linear forms. In [19, Lemma2.5], one has I(r) ⊆ mr+1.
This implies that
I{r+s−1} = I{r} ∗ I{s−1} ⊆ I{r} ∗ms = (I{r})(s).
Moreover, the symbolic powers form a filtration (I{r})(i)(I{r})(s−i) ⊆ (I{r})(s) for all i = 1, . . . , s. Hence,

I{r}
(s) ⊆ I{r+s−1} + s−1
i=1

I{r}
(i)
I{r}
(s−i)
.
For many interesting families of ideals, the containment is an equality. This suggests the following definition.
Definition 2.5. An ideal I is differentially perfect if for all s and r , one has

I{r}
(s) = I{r+s−1} + s−1
i=1

I{r}
(i)
I{r}
(s−i)
.
Note that an equivalent definition of r-differentially perfect is that the symbolic powers of the secant ideal I{r} satisfy:
I{r}
(s) =−
λ⊢s
∏
j
I{r+λj−1},
where the sum runs over all partitions λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) of s, with λi > 0. So if the ideal is differentially perfect then we can
compute its symbolic powers in terms of secant ideals. One has [19, Theorem 5.3]:
Theorem 2.6. Let I be an ideal and ≺ be a term order. Assume that ≺ is delightful for I and in≺(I) is radical and differentially
perfect. Then I is differentially perfect. In particular, let Gr = {gr,1, gr,2, . . .} be a Gro¨bner basis for I{r} with respect to ≺. Then
the set of polynomials
Gr,s =
 l∏
i=1
gri,ji |ri ≥ r,
l−
i=1
(r − ri + 1) = s

is a Gro¨bner for

I{r}
(s)
with respect to≺.
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3. The determinantal ideal of a extended Hankel matrix
Denote by < the degree lexicographic monomial order on K[x] induced by the order of the indeterminates x1 > x2 >
· · · > xn. In this section, we only use this term order. Fix an integer c ≥ 1. Denote by X the arrangement of indeterminates
X =
x1 x2 x3 · · · · · · · · · · · · xn−c · · · xn
x1+c x2+c · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · xn
x1+2c · · · · · · · · · · · · xn
...
...
... · · ·
...
...
...
x1+kc · · · xn
where k = ⌊ n−1c ⌋. For all j = 1, . . . , kwe denote by Xj the submatrix of X:
Xj =

x1 x2 x3 · · · xn−(j−1)c
x1+c x2+c · · · · · · · · ·
x1+2c · · · · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
x1+(j−1)c · · · · · · · · · xn
 .
In particular, we have:
X2 =

x1 x2 x3 · · · xn−c
x1+c · · · · · · · · · xn

.
Given a matrix A with entries in a ring we denote by It(A) the ideal generated by all t-minors of the matrix A. It is well
known that I2(X2) is the defining ideal of the balanced rational normal scroll of dimension c in Pn−1, see [5,11,10]. For
instance, let n = 7 and c = 2, permuting the columns of X2 we may write it as
x1 x3 x5
 x2 x4
x3 x5 x7
 x4 x6

and hence I2(X2) defines the balanced scroll of dimension 2 in P6,which is S2,3 in the notation of [11, page 93].
The highest order of a minor in X is ⌊ n+cc+1⌋. Thus we consider only t-minors with 1 ≤ t ≤ ⌊ n+cc+1⌋. We setm = ⌊ n+cc+1⌋ and
denote by It the determinantal ideal It(Xt) for all t = 1, . . . ,m.
Given positive integers a1, a2, . . . , as, b1, b2, . . . , bs, with ai + bj − 1 + (i − 1)c ≤ n for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s, we denote
by [a1, a2, . . . , as|b1, b2, . . . , bs] the minor of X with row indices a1, a2, . . . , as and column indices b1, b2, . . . , bs. A minor
of the form [1, 2, . . . , s|b1, b2, . . . , bs] will be called maximal minor or maximal s-minor. Note that each maximal minor is
uniquely determined by the entries on the main diagonal. We denote byM(a1, . . . , as) the maximal s-minor, whose entries
on the main diagonal are xa1 , . . . , xas . It is easy to see that
M(a1, a2, . . . , as) = [1, 2, . . . , s|a1, a2 − c − 1, . . . , as − (s− 1)(c + 1)].
For t = 1, . . . ,min(j+ 1, n− jc) let It(Xj) be the ideal of K[x] generated by the t-minors of Xj.
Note first that one has the following elementary relations:
[a1 + 1, . . . , at + 1|b1, . . . , bt ] = [a1, . . . , at |b1 + c, . . . , bt + c].
If H ⊆ {1, . . . , t}we set e(H) = (e1, . . . , et)where ei = 1 if i ∈ H and ei = 0 if i ∉ H . One has:
Lemma 3.1. Let α = α1, . . . , αt and β = β1, . . . , βt be sequences of positive integers. Then for all k = 1, . . . , t one has−
H⊂{1,...,t}, |H|=k
[α + e(H)|β] =
−
G⊂{1,...,t}, |G|=k
[α|β + c.e(G)].
Proof. (a) Set (−1)H = (−1)∑i∈H i and 1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zk. Expanding the minor [α + e(H)|β] with respect to the rows
with indices by H and expanding the minor [α|β + ce(G)]with respect to the columns with indices by G one has:−
H
[α + e(H)|β] =
−
H
−
G
(−1)H(−1)G[αH + 1|βG][α∧H |β∧G]
=
−
G
−
H
(−1)G(−1)H [αH |βG + c.1][α∧H |β∧G] =
−
G
[α|β + c.e(G)]. 
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Corollary 3.2. (a) If j > t, then every t-minor of Xj is a linear combination of t-minors of Xj−1.
(b) Every t-minor of X is a linear combination of maximal t-minors. In particular, if A is a t-minor then we have A = A′+∑i βiBi
with A′, Bi maximal t-minors, βi ∈ Z and in(A) = in(A′) > in(Bi), for all i.
(c) It(Xj+1) ⊂ It(Xj) for all j = t, . . . ,m− 1.
Proof. (a) Let [g|d] = [g1, . . . , gt |d1, . . . , dt ] be a t-minor of Xj. Assume that gi < gi+1 and di < di+1 for all i. If gt < j then
[g|d] is already a t-minor of Xj−1. If gt = j, then let h be the smallest integer such that gh = j + h − t . Now applying the
equation in Lemma 3.1 to the sequences α = g1, . . . , gh−1, gh−1, . . . , gt−1, β = d andwith k = t−h+1 onewrites [g|d]
as a linear combination of t-minors which are either in Xj−1 or in Xj but with a bigger ‘‘h’’. Arguing by induction on t − h one
obtains the desired expression.
(b) and (c) follow immediately from (a) and one has in(A) = in(A′), in(A) ≠ in(Bi), in(Bi) ≠ in(Bj) so we have
in(A) = in(A′) > in(Bi) for all i. 
Remark 3.3. (a) If c = 1, then we have It(Xj) = It(Xt) for all j = t + 1, . . . ,m (see [6, Corollary 2.2]).
(b) This assertion is not true in general for c > 1. For example with c = 2, n = 8 and t = 2, we have I2(X3) ≠ I2(X2).
Definition 3.4. In Nwe introduce the following partial order:
i ≤c j if and only if i = j or i+ c < j.
We write i <c j if i ≤c j and i ≠ j. We say that a sequence of integers a1, a2, . . . , as is a c-chain if a1 <c a2 <c · · · <c as.
Similarly we say that a monomial xa1 · · · xas is a c-chain if its indices form a c-chain.
We have a result relating c-chains and perfect graphs in the following way.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be the graph with vertices V (G) = [n] and the set of edges E(G) = {(i, j)|i <c j or j <c i}. Then G is perfect.
Proof. Let H be a subgraph of G. Denote by xa1xa2 · · · xak the maximal c-chain with respect to term order < which divides
the monomial
∏
i∈H xi. Obviously, the c-chain a1, . . . , ak can be constructed as follows:
- a1 is the smallest vertex of H .
- If the set {i|i ∈ H, at−1 <c i} ≠ ∅, we set at = min{i|i ∈ H, at−1 <c i} for all t ≥ 2.
Recall χ(H) the chromatic number of the graph H and ω(H) the clique number of the graph H . We will prove that
χ(H) = ω(H) = k.
The subgraph of H induced by the vertices {a1, . . . , ak} is a k-complete subgraph of H . So k ≤ ω(H). Assume that
{b1, . . . , bl} induces an l-clique of H . We have that b = b1, . . . , bl is a c-chain of H . Because∏li=1 xbi ≤ ∏kj=1 xaj , we get
l ≤ k. So ω(H) = k.
Set V1 = {a1, a1 + 1, . . . , a1 + c}, V2 = {a2, a2 + 1, . . . , a2 + c}, . . . , Vk = {ak, ak + 1, . . . , ak + c}. We have that
V1 ∩ H, . . . , Vk ∩ H is a k-coloring of H . So χ(H) ≥ k. Assume that l = χ(H) and V1, . . . , Vl are sets of colors. Denote
gt = min{j|j ∈ Vt} for all t = 1, . . . , l. If g1 < g2 < · · · < gl then g1, . . . , gl is a c-chain of H so l ≤ k, and thus χ(H) = k. 
The sum of r matrices of rank≤1 has rank≤ r . Hence the (r+1)-minors of X vanish on V (I{r}2 ).Now, the ideal I2 is easily
seen to be prime over any field, and hence I{r}2 is geometrically prime. This implies that Ir+1 ⊆ I{r}2 .
Using Buchberger’s Algorithm, it is easy to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.6. The set of 2-minors of X2 is a Gröbner basis of I2.
Corollary 3.7. With the above notation one has:
in(I2) =

xa1xa2 : a1, a2 is c-chain with length 2

.
Theorem 3.8. The term order< is delightful for I2.
Proof. Let G be the graph as in Lemma 3.5. We have I(G) = in(I2). Because G is a perfect graph, Theorem 2.3 and
Proposition 2.4 imply that
I(G){r} = ⟨mV |χ(V ) > r⟩ =

xa0xa1 · · · xar |a0, a1, . . . , ar is c-chain

.
Each such monomial is the <-leading term of an (r + 1)-minor of Xr+1. This implies that I(G){r} ⊆ in(Ir+1) ⊆ in(I{r}2 ) ⊆
(in(I2)){r} = I(G){r}. Hence, in(I{r}2 ) = (in(I2)){r} for all r ≥ 1. 
Corollary 3.9. The secant ideal I{r}2 is generated by the (r + 1)-minors
Ir+1 = I{r}2 ,
these minors form a Gro¨bner basis.
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.8 we have argued that the (r + 1)-minors lie in I{r}2 , and their leading terms generate the
initial ideal

in(I2)
{r} = (I2){r}. This implies that the (r + 1)-minors form a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal I{r}2 . In particular,
they generate that ideal. 
Let k = k1, k2, . . . , ks be a sequence of integers. We define the function
γt(k) =
s−
i=1
max{ki + 1− t, 0}.
Let δ be a monomial of R. We now describe a canonical decomposition of δ into a product of c-chains. First let δ1 be the
c-chain which divides δ and is maximal with respect to <. If δ1 ≠ δ, then let δ2 be the c-chain which divides δ/δ1 and is
maximal with respect to<, and so on. We end up with a decomposition δ = δ1δ2 · · · δk which is uniquely determined by δ.
It is called c-decomposition. Denote by si the degree of δi. The sequence sδ = s1, s2, . . . , sk is called the shape of δ. We define
the function γt,c(δ) = γt(sδ). One has:
Lemma 3.10. Let a and b be two c-chains of length s, respectively r. Then the c-decomposition of ab has at most two factors and
one of them has length≥ max(s, r).
Proof. By the definition of c-decomposition, we only need to show that the c-decomposition of ab has at most two factors.
Assume that a = a1, . . . , as, b = b1, . . . , br are c-chains with s ≥ r . We have |multiset{a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , br} ∩
[bj, bj + c]| ≤ 2 and |multiset{a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , br} ∩ [ai, ai + c]| ≤ 2 for all i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , r .
If (α1 · · ·αt)(β1 · · ·βp)(γ1 · · · γq) · · · is the c-decomposition of ab, we have αi, βj, γk ∈ {a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , br} for all
i, j, k.Moreover, there exist i0, j0 such that γ1 ∈ [αi0 , αi0 + c] and γ1 ∈ [βj0 , βj0 + c]. Assume that αi0 ≤ βj0 . This implies
that αi0 , βj0 , γ1 ∈ [αi0 , αi0 + c], a contraction. 
Corollary 3.11. Let a and b be two c-chains. Then γt,c(ab) ≥ γt,c(a)+ γt,c(b).
We set
Jt =

xa1 · · · xat : a1, a2, . . . , at is a c-chain

.
We have the following result:
Theorem 3.12. The ideal J2 is differentially perfect. In particular, the symbolic powers of the edge ideals J
{r}
2 are:
J {r}2
(s) = Jr+1(s) = xa|γr+1,c(xa) ≥ s .
We have that the ideal Jr+1 is generated by all c-chains of length r + 1 and hence it is a square-free monomial ideal
associated with a simplicial complex that we denote by ∆r . If j = j1, . . . , jr is a c-chain with jr ≤ n − c then the set
Fj = {j1, j1 + 1, . . . , j1 + c, . . . , jr , jr + 1, . . . , jr + c} is clearly a facet of ∆r . Furthermore it is easy to see that any facets
of ∆r is of the form Fj for some c-chain j of length r and bounded by n − c. Denote by Ar the set of the c-chains of length r
bounded by n− c , and for j ∈ Ar denote by Pj the ideal (xi : i ∉ Fj). We have:
Jr+1 =

j∈Ar
Pj.
So

Jr+1
(s) =j∈Ar P sj . To prove Theorem 3.12 we need the following results.
Lemma 3.13. Let I1, I2, . . . , Ih,U1,U2, . . . ,Uk (h > k) be closed intervals of length c in R such that Iα ∩ Iβ = ∅, Uα ∩ Uβ = ∅
( for all α ≠ β)and |{i1, i2, . . . , ih}(k1 Ut)| < k where iα = min(Iα). Then we can choose other disjoint closed intervals
U ′1, . . . ,U
′
k in the set of closed intervals {I1, I2, . . . , Ih,U1, U2, . . . ,Uk} such that (
h
1 Iα)

(
k
1 Uβ) ⊆ (
h
1 Iα)

(
k
1 U
′
β) and
|{i1, i2, . . . , ih} ∩ (k1 Ut)| < |{i1, i2, . . . , ih} ∩ (k1 U ′t)|.
Proof. Set jβ = min(Uβ) and Ih+1 = Uk+1 = U0 = ∅. We can assume that it <c it+1 and jt <c jt+1. We will prove the
lemma by induction on k.
If k = 1, we have
{i1, i2, . . . , ih}

U1 = ∅. (3.1)
- If (
h
1 Iα)

U1 = ∅, we choose U ′1 = I1.
- If there exists α ∈ [h] such that U ∩ Iα ≠ ∅, by (3.1) we have U ∩ Iα+1 = ∅ and iα < j1. Thus, we choose U ′1 = Iα.
Assume that the clause is true for all i = 1, . . . , k− 1. We have the following possible cases:
- There exists β ∈ [k] such that Uβ(h1 Iα) = ∅ and{i1, i2, . . . , ih}

t≠β
Ut
 < k− 1.
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By induction, we can choose U ′1, . . . ,U
′
β−1, U
′
β+1, . . . ,U
′
k in {I1, , . . . , Ih,U1, . . . ,Uβ−1,Uβ+1, . . . ,Uk} such that
h
1
Iα

t≠β
Ut

⊆

h
1
Iα

t≠β
U ′t

and |{i1, i2, . . . , ih}∩ (t≠β Ut)| < |{i1, i2, . . . , ih}∩ (t≠β U ′t)|.We have that U ′1, . . . ,U ′β−1,Uβ ,U ′β+1, . . . ,U ′k satisfies the
condition.
- There exists β ∈ [k] such that Uβ(h1 Iα) = ∅ and |{i1, i2, . . . , ih}(t≠β Ut)| = k − 1. Assume that itp ∈ Up
for all j = 1, . . . , β − 1, β + 1, . . . , k. So tp < tp+1 and jp ≤ itp . Because h > k, there exists an index α in set
{i1, . . . , ih} − {t1, . . . , tk}. If Iα ∩ t≠β Ut = ∅, we choose U1, . . . ,Uβ−1,Uβ+1, . . . ,Uk, Iα . Otherwise, there exists a pair
(q, ϵ) such that Iα ∩ Uq ≠ ∅, Iα+1 ∩ Uq+1 ≠ ∅, . . . , Iα+ϵ ∩ Uq+ϵ = ∅. We choose disjoint closed intervals Iα, Iα+1, . . . , Iα+ϵ
to replace Uβ ,Uq,Uq+1, . . . ,Uq+ϵ−1 in U1,U2, . . . ,Uk.
- We have Uβ

(
h
1 Iα) ≠ ∅ for all β = 1, . . . , k. Because h > k and |{i1, i2, . . . , ih}

(
k
1 Ut)| < k, there exists a zigzag
intersection, i.e. there exists a triangle set (α, ϵ, q) such that Iα∩Uq−1 = ∅, Iα∩Uq ≠ ∅, Iα+1∩Uq ≠ ∅, . . . , Iα+ϵ∩Uq+ϵ ≠ ∅ and
Iα+ϵ+1∩Uq+ϵ = ∅. We choose disjoint closed intervals Iα, Iα+1, . . . , Iα+ϵ to replaceUq,Uq+1, . . . ,Uq+ϵ inU1,U2, . . . ,Uk. 
Definition 3.14. Let δ be a monomial and P an ideal. We define the function
OP(δ) = max{k : δ ∈ Pk}.
If monomial δ1 = xi1 · · · xis is the maximum of the c-chains which divide δ then the c-chain i = i1, . . . , is is called the
c-socle of δ, denoted by Socc(δ). We set supp(δ) = {i : xi|δ}. By the maximality of δ1, we have supp(δ) ⊆ FSocc (δ) ={i1, i1 + 1, . . . , i1 + c, i2, i2 + 1, . . . , i2 + c, . . . , is, is + 1, . . . , is + c}.
Let i = i1, . . . , ih and j = j1, . . . , jk with h > k. We define
ri(j) = |{i1, . . . , ih} ∩ Fj|.
Lemma 3.15. Let δ be a monomial in ∩j∈Ar P sj . Then
OPj(δ)+ rSocc (δ)(j) ≥ s+ r (3.2)
for all j ∈ Ar .
Proof. In this proof, we denote r(j) = rSocc (δ)(j) for simplicity. We use decreasing induction on r(j). In general we have
r(j) ≤ r . If r(j) = r then (3.2) is trivially true because OPj(δ) ≥ s since δ is a monomial in ∩j∈Ar P sj . Assume that r(j) < r . Set
G = si=1 Gt where Gt = {it , it + 1, . . . , it + c}. By Lemma 3.13, there exists z ∈ Ar such that Fj ∩ G ⊂ Fz and r(z) > r(j).
By straightforward computations we obtain that OPj(δ) + r(j) ≥ OPz (δ) + r(z). Moreover r(z) > r(j), so (3.2) follows by
induction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. We need to prove that
j∈Ar
P sj =

xa|γt,c(xa) ≥ s

.
Let δ be a monomial and δ1 · · · δp be a c-decomposition of δ. Denote by si the size of δi. Each facet of ∆r contains at most
r points of the support of δi. It follows that δi ∈ ∩j∈Ar Pγr (δi)j and thus δ ∈ ∩j∈Ar Pγr (δ)j . By the definition of γt,c(xa) we have
xa|γt,c(xa) ≥ s
 ⊆ ∩j∈Ar P sj .
Conversely, if s1 ≤ r then there exists j ∈ Ar such that supp(δ) ⊆ {i1, i1 + 1, . . . , i1 + c, . . . , is, is + 1 . . . , is + c} ⊂ Fj,
and since δ ∈ P sj , it follows that s = 0 which is a trivial case. So we may assume that s1 ≥ r + 1. Let η = δ/δ1. We have
γt,c(δ) = γt,c(η)+ γt,c(δ1) = γt,c(η)+ s1 − r . By induction it suffices to show that
η ∈ ∩j∈Ar P s−s1+rj
for all j ∈ Ar .
This means that:
OPj(η) ≥ s− s1 + r. (3.3)
However, one has
OPj(η) = OPj(δ)− |{h : ih ∉ Fj}| = OPj(δ)− s1 + |{h : ih ∈ Fj}|.
So (3.3) is equivalent to
OPj(δ)+ r(j) ≥ s+ r
for all j ∈ Ar , by Lemma 3.15. 
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Theorem 3.16. For all t = 1, . . . ,m and s ∈ N one has
I(s)t =
−
Iatt I
at+1
t+1 · · · Iamm
the sum being extended over all the sequences of non-negative integers at , at+1, . . . , am, with at + 2at+1 + · · · + (m − t
+ 1)am = s.
Proof. Set r = t − 1. We have in(It) = Jr+1. By Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 3.12, the ideal in(I{r}2 ) is differentially perfect.
However Theorem 3.8 implies that any diagonal order≺ is delightful for I2. Thus, by Theorem 2.6, I2 is differentially perfect.
This means
I{r}2
(s) = I{r+s−1}2 + s−1
i=1

I{r}2
(i)
I{r}2
(s−i)
or 
It
(s) = It+s−1 + s−1
i=1

It
(i)
It
(s−i)
.
So by induction on s, we have
I(s)t =
−
Iatt I
at+1
t+1 · · · Iamm ,
the sum being extended over all the sequences of non-negative integers at , at+1, . . . , am, with at + 2at+1 + · · · + (m − t
+ 1)am = s. 
Corollary 3.17. If g ∈ I(s)t then γt,c(in(g)) ≥ s.
Proof. Since g ∈ I(s)t , we have in(g) = δ1δ1 · · · δp.g ′, where δi is a c-chain and
∑
i γt,c(δi) ≥ s. By Lemma 3.10, we have
γt,c(in(g)) ≥ s. 
We have a bijective correspondence between the sets:
φ : {c − chains of K[x]} → {maximal minors of X}
defined by setting φ(xa1 · · · xas) = M(a1, a2, . . . , as). The inverse of φ is the map which takes every maximal minor to its
initial monomial. Now φ induces a map
Φ : {ordinary monomials of K[x]} → {products of maximal minors of X},
which is defined byΦ(δ) = φ(δ1)φ(δ2) · · ·φ(δk)where δ = δ1δ2 · · · δk is the c-decomposition of δ. Note that by construction
one has in(Φ(δ)) = δ and henceΦ is injective. We now define the set of the standard monomials of X to be the image ofΦ .
So by construction we have a bijective correspondence:
Φ : {ordinary monomials of K[x]} → { standard monomials of X}
whose inverse is given by the map which takes every standard monomial to its initial monomial, i.e. in(Φ(δ)) = δ for all
ordinary monomials δ andΦ(in(µ)) = µ for all standard monomials µ.
Remark 3.18. The standard monomials form a K-basis of the polynomial ring K[x].
Example 3.19. Let c = 2 and δ = x21x2x4x7x8x10. The c-decomposition of δ is (x1x4x7x10)(x1x8)(x2) and the shape is 4, 2, 1.
Thus δ corresponds to the standard monomial
µ = M(1, 4, 7, 10)M(1, 8)M(2) =
x1 x2 x3 x4x3 x4 x5 x6x5 x6 x7 x8
x7 x8 x9 x10
x1 x6x3 x8

x2.
In terms of tableau:
δ =
1 4 7 10
1 8
2
Obviously µ ∈ I(4)2 ∩ I(2)3 .
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Given a product of minors δ of shape s = s1, . . . , sk and t ∈ N, one defines the function
γt(δ) =
k−
i=1
max{si − t + 1, 0}.
Let δ = δ1 · · · δu be a product of minors such that γt(δ) ≥ s. We can assume that δ ∈ Ia11 · · · Iamm ( ai ≥ 0 ). Since γt(δ) ≥ s
we have at + 2at+1 + · · · + (m− t + 1)am ≥ s. Hence δ ∈ I(s)t .
By Theorems 3.12 and 3.16 we have following corollaries:
Corollary 3.20. Let∆ be a product of minors and∆ =∑pj=1 λj∆j be a standard representation of∆. Then γt(∆) ≥ γt(∆i) for
all t = 1 . . . ,m.
Proof. Since ∆ = ∑pi=1 λi∆i is the standard representation of ∆, we can assume that in(∆) = in(∆1) > in(∆2) > · · · >
in(∆p). Set h = γt(∆), Q = {i : i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and γt(∆i) < h} and P = {1, . . . , p} − Q . We need prove that Q = ∅.
If Q ≠ ∅, we have γt(∆i) < h for all i ∈ Q . This implies γt,c(in∆i) < h for all i ∈ Q . Set g =∑i∈Q λi∆i = ∆−∑j∈P λj∆j.
So g ∈ I(h)t . Hence, γt,c(in(g)) ≥ h. But in(g) = in(∆i0) for some i0 ∈ Q . So we obtain a contraction. 
We say that an ideal I of K[x] is an ideal of standard monomials if I has a basis as a K-vector space which consists of
standard monomials. The class of ideals of standard monomials is obviously closed under sum and intersection and the fact
that distinct standardmonomials have distinct initialmonomials. So if I is an ideal of standardmonomials and B is a standard
monomial K-basis of I then B is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to<. Furthermore, the monomials in(µ)with µ ∈ B form
a K-basis of in(I).
Denote by Gt,s the set of the standard monomialµwhich have all the factors of size≥ t and γt(µ) = s. By Theorem 3.16
and Corollary 3.20, we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 3.21. The ideal I(s)t is an ideal of standardmonomials. In particular, the set of the standardmonomialsµwith γt(µ) ≥ s
is a K-basis of I(s)t . Furthermore, Gt,s is a Gröbner basis of I
(s)
t .
Corollary 3.22. The ideal It has primary powers if and only if t = 1 or t = m.
For all the products of minors µ = µ1 · · ·µk of shape τ = t1, t2, . . . , tk and for all j ∈ N one has µ ∈ I(γj(τ ))j and thus
It1 · · · Itk ⊆
t1
j=1
I
(γj(τ ))
j .
Note that ∩t1j=1I(γj(τ ))j , being the intersection of ideals of standard monomials, is an ideal of standard monomials. Its K-basis
is the set of the standard monomials µwith γj(µ) ≥ γj(τ ) for all j = 1, . . . , t1.
Lemma 3.23. Let n1 and n2 be c-chains of K[x] of length s and r, with s > r + 1. Then there exist two c-chains n3, n4 of length
s− 1 and r + 1 such that n1n2 = n3n4.
Proof. Let n1 = xi1 · · · xis and n2 = xj1 · · · xjr . For h = 1, . . . , r we set i′h = min(ih, jh) and j′h = max(ih, jh). The sequences
i′1, . . . , i′r , ir+1, . . . , is and j
′
1, . . . , j
′
r are c-chains, and hence we may assume that ih ≤ jh for all h = 1, . . . , r . We have to
distinguish two cases:
- If ik <c jk for some k, we take k to be theminimumof the integerswith this property. So jk−1 ≤ ik−1+c < ik <c ik+1. Thus
j1, . . . , jk−1, ik+1, . . . , is and i1, . . . , ik, jk, . . . , jr are c-chains and one takes n3 and n4 to be the associated monomials.
- If ik ≮c jk for all k then jr ≤ ir + c < ir+1 <c is. Thus i1, . . . , is−1 and j1, . . . , jr , is are c-chains and one takes n3 and n4 to
be the associated monomials. 
Lemma 3.24. Let τ = t1, t2, . . . , tk be a sequence of integers with m ≥ t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tk ≥ 1. Letµ = µ1 · · ·µq be a product
of minors such that γj(µ) ≥ γj(τ ) for all j = 1, . . . , t1. Then there exists a product of minors δ1, . . . , δk of shape τ such that
in(δ1 · · · δk)| in(µ).
Proof. We use induction on r = deg(µ).
If one of the µi is a t1-minor, we have γj(µ1 · · ·µi−1µi+1 · · ·µq) = γj(µ) − (t1 + 1 − j) ≥ γj(τ ) − (t1 + 1 − j) =
γj(t2, . . . , tk) for all j = 1, . . . , t1. By induction, there exists a product of minors δ′ = δ1, . . . , δk−1 of shape t2, . . . , tk such
that in(δ1 · · · δk−1)| in(µ). So one has δ = µiδ′.
Otherwise, wemay arrange the factorsµi in ascending order according to their size and assume thatµ1, . . . , µp have size
<t1 andµp+1, . . . , µq have size>t1. Let r be the size ofµp and s be the size ofµp+1. By virtue of Lemma3.23wemay find two
minorsρ1 andρ2 of size r+1 and s−1, respectively, such that in(ρ1ρ2) = in(µpµp+1). Setµ′ = µ1 · · ·µp−1ρ1ρ2µp+2 · · ·µq.
We note that γj(µ′) ≥ γj(τ ) for j = 1, . . . , t1. Since in(µ) = in(µ′) and µ′ has either a factor of size t1 or a smaller ‘‘s− r ’’,
we may then conclude by induction. 
We have the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.25. Let τ = t1, t2, . . . , tk be a sequence of integers with m ≥ t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tk ≥ 1. Then
It1 · · · Itk =
t1
j=1
I
(γj(τ ))
j
is a possibly redundant primary decomposition of It1 · · · Itk .
Proof. Let J denote the ideal generated by the initial monomials of the products of minors of shape τ . Since in(
t1
j=1 I
(γj(τ ))
j )
is generated by the initial monomials of the standard monomials µwith γj(µ) ≥ γj(τ ) for all j = 1, . . . , t1, by Lemma 3.24
one has in(
t1
j=1 I
(γj(τ ))
j ) ⊆ J . Since
It1 · · · Itk ⊆
t1
j=1
I
(γj(τ ))
j ,
we have
J ⊆ in(It1) · · · in(Itk) ⊆ in

t1
j=1
I
(γj(τ ))
j

⊆ J.
It follows that It1 · · · Itk =
t1
j=1 I
(γj(τ ))
j . 
The proof of the theorem has the following important corollaries:
Corollary 3.26. Let τ = t1, t2, . . . , tk be a sequence of integers with m ≥ t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tk ≥ 1. Then the product of minors
of shape τ form a Gröbner basis of the ideal It1 · · · Itk . In particular one has:
in(It1 · · · Itk) = in(It1) · · · in(Itk).
Corollary 3.27. Let τ = t1, t2, . . . , tk be a sequence of integers with m ≥ t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tk ≥ 1. Then
in(It1) · · · in(Itk) =
t1
j=1

z∈Aj−1
P
γj(τ )
z
is a possibly redundant primary decomposition of in(It1) · · · in(Itk).
We can derive the following important results for the special case t1 = · · · = tk = t, using the same arguments the
author uses in [6, Theorem 3.16].
Theorem 3.28. (a) Let 1 ≤ t ≤ m and k ∈ N. Set u = max(1,m− k(m− t)). Then:
Ikt =
t
j=u
I(k(t+1−j))j
is an irredundant primary decomposition of Ikt .
(b) in(Ikt ) = in(It)k for all k.
4. Products of determinantal ideals with linear resolution
In this section, we prove that any product of determinantal ideals
I = It1 It2 · · · Itk
has a linear resolution.
We know that the initial ideal of I is J = Jt1 Jt2 · · · Jtk .We can assume thatm ≥ t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tk ≥ 1.
One says that an ideal J ⊆ R = K[x] has linear quotients if J has a system of generators µ1, . . . , µh such that for every
k = 1, . . . , h one has that µ1, . . . , µk−1 :R µk is an ideal generated by linear forms. It is easy to see that ideals with linear
quotients have linear resolutions.
We denote byΩ the set of themonomialsµ such that deg(µ) =∑ki=1 ti and for all i = 1, . . . , t1 we have γi,c(µ) ≥ γi(τ )
where τ = (t1, . . . , tk). By Lemma 3.24, we have:
Proposition 4.1. (i) Ω is a system of generators of J.
(ii) Let µ be a monomial with a decomposition µ = η1 · · · ηv where the ηi are c-chains. Set s = deg(η1), . . . , deg(ηv). Then
γi,c(µ) ≥ γi(s) for all i = 1, . . . , t1.
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We introduce a total order σ on the monomials of R as follows. Let µ, η be monomials of R and µ = µ1 · · ·µk and
η = η1 · · · ηh their c-decompositions. We set µ >σ η if µj > ηj in the degree lexicographic order for the first index j
such that µj ≠ ηj.
The following result can be proved by modifying the argument given in [7, Proposition 6.2], just replace ‘‘1-chain’’ with
‘‘c-chain’’.
Theorem 4.2. Let
J = Jt1 Jt2 · · · Jtk ,
where Jt =

xa1 · · · xat : a1, a2, . . . , at is a c-chain

. Then J has linear quotients.
In this case, all generators of J have the same degree. This implies that J has a linear resolution over R. Moreover, we have
a well-known inequality for Betti numbers: βij(R/I) ≤ βij(R/ in(I)). One concludes:
Theorem 4.3. Let
I = It1 It2 · · · Itk ,
where the ideals It are generated by the t-minors of Xt . Then I has a linear resolution.
5. Quasi-sorted form and Rees algebra
In [6], the author studied the Rees algebra of determinantal ideals in the Hankel case. In this section, we deal with amore
general case. We start with the following definition.
Definition 5.1. Let a = a1, . . . , as be a c-chain. We define L(a) to be the union of closed intervals [ai − c, ai] for all
i = 2, . . . , s.
Let a = a1, . . . , as and b = b1, . . . , br be two c-chains with xa >τ xb. The pair (a, b) is called quasi-sorted if ai ≤ bi
for all i = 1, . . . , r and either bi ≤ ai+1 for all i = 1, . . . , r or bi ≤ ai+1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and bk > ak + 1 and
bk, . . . , br ∈ L(a). If bi ≤ ai+1 for all i = 1, . . . , r then (a, b) is called sorted.
More generally, let a(1), . . . , a(k) be c-chains with a(i) = a(i)1 , . . . , a(i)ni such that xa(i) >τ xa(i+1) . The set (a(1), . . . , a(k)) is
called sorted if a(t)i ≤ a(s)i for all t ≤ s and a(t)i ≤ a(t
′)
i+1 for all t ′ < t . The set (a(1), . . . , a(k)) is called quasi-sorted if it is either
sorted or a(t)i ≤ a(s)i for all t ≤ s and if a(t)i > a(t
′)
i+1 for some t ′ < t then a
(t)
i , a
(t)
i+1, . . . , a
(t)
ni ∈ L(a(t ′)). We call the table
A = (a(i)j ) quasi-sorted form for short.
Example 5.2. Let c = 2.
(1)

1 4 8 11
3 7

is sorted because we have a zigzag 1 < 3 < 4 < 7 < 8 < 11.
(2)

1 4 7 10
3 8

is not sorted because 8 > 7. But it is quasi-sorted because we have a zigzag 1 < 3 < 4 < 8 and
8 ∈ L(1, 4, 7, 10).
Remark 5.3. (i) The set (a(1), . . . , a(k)) is quasi-sorted if and only if the pair (a(i), a(j)) is quasi-sorted for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
(ii) If (a(1), . . . , a(k)) is quasi-sorted and ni = nj > nh with i < j < h then a(h)nh ≤ a(i)ni ≤ a(j)nj .
Lemma 5.4. Let a(1), . . . , a(k) be c-chains with a(i) = a(i)1 , . . . , a(i)ni such that xa(i) >τ xa(i+1) . If ni − nj ≤ 1 for all i < j then
a(1), . . . , a(k) is sorted.
Proof. We only prove that the pair (a(i), a(j)) is sorted for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
Assume that a(j)t > a
(i)
t+1. By definition we have a
(j)
t , a
(j)
t+1, . . . , a
(j)
nj ∈ L(a(i)). Set the sequence αt , . . . , αni ∈ [ni] such that
a(j)u ∈ [a(i)αu − c, a(i)αu ]. Since a(j)t <c a(j)t+1 <c · · · <c a(j)nj , we have αt < αt+1 < · · · < αnj . Because a(j)t > a(i)t+1, we get
t + 1 < αt < αt+1 < · · · < αnj . Hence ni > nj + 1, a contradiction. 
Let a = a1, . . . , as and b = b1, . . . , br be two c-chains with ∏i∈a xi ≥ ∏i∈b xi, and let Ω be the set of c-chains. We
consider the following element of the polynomial ring K[Ya: a ∈ Ω]:
(1) Plücker-type relations:
YaYb − Ya∧bYa∨b
where
a ∧ b = (min(a1, b1), . . . ,min(ar , br), ar+1, . . . , as),
a ∨ b = (max(a1, b1), . . . ,max(ar , br))
and ah < bh, ak > bk for some h and k.
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(2) New-type relations:
YaYb − YcYd
with ai ≤ bi for all i = 1, . . . , r , and there exist 1 ≤ h ≤ k ≤ r with
bh−1 ≤ ah,
bh > ah+α > ah+1, bh+1 > ah+α+1, . . . , bk > ak+α,
bk+1 <c ak+α+1,
where
c = (a1, . . . , ah+α−1, bh, bh+1, . . . , bk, ak+α+1, . . . , as)
and
d = (b1, . . . , bh−1, ah+α, ah+α+1, . . . , ak+α, bk+1, . . . , br).
By a marked polynomial we mean a polynomial f ∈ R − {0} together with a specified term in(f) of f . Here in(f ) can be
any term appearing in f . Given a setF of marked polynomials, we define the reduction relation moduloF in the usual sense
of Gröbner bases. We say that F is marked coherently if there exists a term order≺ on R such that in(f ) = in(f ) for all f in
F . Clearly, if F is marked coherently, then the reduction relation ‘‘→F ’’ is Noetherian. In [17, Theorem 3.12] we have:
Theorem 5.5. A finite set F ⊂ R of marked polynomials is marked coherently if and only if the reduction relation modulo F is
Noetherian, i.e., every sequence of reductions modulo F terminates.
In this case, we have a set of marked polynomials
G = { YaYb − Ya∧bYa∨b, in Plücker-type relations
YaYb − YcYd, in New-type relations}.
Lemma 5.6. Let a = a1, . . . , as and b = b1, . . . , br be two c-chains with∏i∈a xi ≥ ∏i∈b xi. The pair (a, b) always reduces
modulo G to a quasi-sorted pair of the same size of (a, b).
Proof. By using Plücker-type relations we may always assume that ai ≤ bi for all i = 1, . . . , r . If the pair (a, b) is not quasi-
sorted then we have that there exists a pair (h, k) such that bi ≤ ai+1 for all i = 1, . . . , h− 1, bh > ah+1, bh, . . . , bk−1 ∈ L(a)
and bk /∈ L(a). Because bh, . . . , bk−1 ∈ L(a), bk /∈ L(a) we can assume that bi ∈ [ati − c, ati ] for all i = h, . . . , k − 1 and
bk ∈ (atk , atk+1 − c). Since bh <c bh+1 <c · · · <c bk−1 <c bk, we have th < th+1 < · · · < tk−1 ≤ tk.
First, if tk−1 < tk then we can replace bk by atk using New-type relations. After a finite number of steps we reduce to the
case tk−1 = tk.
Second, if tk−1 > tk−2 + 1 then we can replace bk−1, bk by atk−1, atk using New-type relations. After a finite number of
steps we reduce to the case tk−1 = tk−2+1. Proceeding in this way, we obtain tk = tk−1, ti = ti−1+1 for all i = 2, . . . , k−1.
We replace bh, . . . , bk by ath−1, ath , . . . , atk−1 using New-type relations. By induction on (h, k)we can reduce the pair (a, b)
modulo G to a quasi-sorted pair. 
Corollary 5.7. Let a(1), . . . , a(k) be c-chains with a(i) = a(i)1 , . . . , a(i)ni such that
∏
i∈a(i) xi ≥
∏
i∈a(i+1) xi. The table A = (a(i)j )
always reduces modulo G to a quasi-sorted form of the same size of A.
Proof. By using Plücker-type relations and New-type relations we can assume that the table A = (a(i)j ) for i = 1, . . . , k,
j = 1, . . . , ni with the columns increase from top to bottom and the rows are c-chains . An entry a(i)j is called a normal entry
if it satisfies that either a(i)j ≤ a(i)j+1 or a(i)j > a(i
′)
j+1 and a
(i)
h ∈ L(a(i′)) for all h = j, . . . , ni.
Obviously, table A is a quasi-sorted form if and only if a(i)j is a normal entry for all i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . , ni. Applying
step by step Lemma 5.6 we have that a(i)j is a normal entry. So the table (a
(i)
j ) always reduces modulo G to a quasi-sorted
form. 
Lemma 5.8. Let a(1), . . . , a(k) be c-chains with a(i) = a(i)1 , . . . , a(i)ni such that
∏
i∈a(i) xi ≥
∏
i∈a(i+1) xi. If the table A = (a(i)j )
reduces to quasi-sorted form B = (b(i)j ) of the same size of A, then B is unique.
To prove this lemma we need to label the entries of the table of the same size of A by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 5.9. Set nk+1 := 0 and PF(0, 1) := 0.
For t = k Down To 1 Do
If nt+1 = nt Then t := t + 1 Else
For i = nt+1 + 1 To nt Do
For j = 1 To t Do PF(i, j) := PF(t, nt)+ j+ (i− 1)t
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Example 5.10. If n1 = n2 = 7, n3 = n4 = 4, n5 = n6 = 2 we have the labeling:
PF =
1 7 13 17 21 23 25
2 8 14 18 22 24 26
3 9 15 19
4 10 16 20
5 11
6 12
Proof of 5.8. We have that the above function PF(i, j) accepts the values 1, . . . , l with l = ∑k1 ni. We order the multiset
A = (a(i)j ) (the same for B) by the multiset {c1, c2, . . . , cl}, namely c1 ≤ c2 ≤ · · · ≤ cl. We have the unique property of the
quasi-sorted form B given by the place of ct in the form B.
We prove by decreasing induction on t .
If t = l then there exists a place (i, j) such that PF(i, j) = l. Using the second part of Remark 5.3 we have b(i)j = cl and we
replace the PF-function by setting PF(i, j) = 0.
Assume that we defined the place ch = b(α)β and PF(α, β) = 0 for all h > t . We restart with (i, j), where i is the row index
and j is the column index in B, such that PF(i, j) is maximal. By the definition of quasi-sorted form, if j < ni and ct <c b
(i)
j+1
then b(i)j = ct otherwise we continue with the next largest value PF(i, j). Hence, the place of ct in B is defined. 
Let I be an ideal of a ring R. The Rees algebra Rees(I) of I is the R-graded algebra
∞
k=0 IkT k, where T is an indeterminate
over R. In other words, Rees(I) can be identified with the R-subalgebra of R[T ] generated by IT . We may also consider the
symbolic Rees algebra Reess(I), that is, Reess(I) = ∞k=0 I(k)T k. If R is a polynomial ring and τ a monomial order, then
the initial algebra of Rees(I) is inτ (Rees(I)) = ∞k=0 inτ (Ik)T k. Similarly the initial algebra of in(Reess(I)) of Reess(I) is
inτ (Reess(I)) =∞k=0 inτ (I(k))T k.
Proposition 5.11. One has:
Reess(It) = K[x][ItT , It+1T 2, . . . , ImTm−t+1]
in(Reess(It)) = K[x][in(It)T , in(It+1)T 2, . . . , in(Im)Tm−t+1].
In particular, Reess(It) and in(Reess(It)) are Noetherian, Cohen–Macaulay normal domains.
For the proof of Proposition 5.11, one uses exactly the same arguments given by Conca in [6].
Let I1, . . . , Is be ideals of a ring R. The multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(I1, . . . , Is) of I1, . . . , Is is the R-graded
algebra
Rees(I1, . . . , Is) =

α1,...,αs
(I1T1)α1 · · · (IsTs)αs ,
where T1, . . . , Ts are indeterminates over R.
Let It1 , . . . , Itk be determinantal ideals of extended Hankel matrices. We have in(Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk)) = Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk).
By Corollary 3.27 we have the following result:
Proposition 5.12. The multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk) is normal and Cohen–Macaulay.
In [6,5], the authors studied the presentation of the Rees algebras for s = 1. In this part we would like to treat the more
general case:
Theorem 5.13. The multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk) is defined by a Gröbner basis of quadrics.
By virtue of [5, Corollary 2.2], it suffices to show that the initial algebra of Rees(It1 , . . . , Itk) is defined by a Gröbner basis of
quadrics. In this case the initial algebra is Rees

Jt1 , . . . , Jtk

.
Let A = {(i, a1, . . . , ati) : i = 1, . . . k, a1 <c a2 <c · · · <c ati} and take a family of indeterminates Y = (Ya)a∈A.
Consider the presentation of Rees

Jt1 , . . . , Jtk

Φ : K[x][Y ] → Rees Jt1 , . . . , Jtk
is defined by sending xi to xi and Ya to xaTj = xa1xa2 · · · xatj Tj, where a = (j, a1, . . . , atj).
In particular, the presentation of the special fiber of Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk)
Ψ : K[Y ] → Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk)/mR Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk)
defined by sending Ya to xaTj = xa1xa2 · · · xatj Tj.
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The defining ideal of the special fiber of the multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk) is
IΨ =

Y(i1,a(1)) · · · Y(ik,a(k)) − Y(j1,b(1)) · · · Y(jk,b(k)) : ip = jp∀p,
multiset(a(1) ∪ · · · ∪ a(k)) = multiset(b(1) ∪ · · · ∪ b(k)),
where a(i), b(j) are c-chains.
We will show that IΨ is defined by a Gröbner basis of quadrics.
In the polynomial ring K[Y(i,a) : a is c-chain length ti], a monomial Y(i1,a(1)) · · · Y(ik,a(k)) is called quasi-sorted if
(a(1), . . . , a(k)) is quasi-sorted. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.14. There exists a term order ≺ on K[Y ] such that the quasi-sorted monomials are precisely the ≺-standard
monomials modulo IΨ . The initial ideal in(IΨ ) is generated by square-free quadratic monomials.
In particular, the special fiber Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk)/mR Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk) is defined by a Gröbner basis of quadrics.
Proof. Let G0 denote the set of marked binomials
{Y(s,a)Y(r,b) − Y(s,c)Y(r,d) : (c, d) is the quasi-sorted pair reduction from (a, b)}.
Obviously, these relations do indeed lie in IΨ . Since Corollary 5.7 shows that the reduction relation defined by G0 is
Noetherian, by Theorem 5.5, this implies that there exists a term order ≺ on K[Y ] which selects the underlined term as
the initial term for each binomial in G0.
Consider the initial ideal in(IΨ ). Every monomial which is not quasi-sorted lies in this ideal. Assume that some quasi-
sorted monomialm1 lies in in(IΨ ). There exists a non-zero binomialm1−m2 ∈ IΨ such thatm2 does not lie in in(IΨ ). Som2
is a quasi-sorted monomial. This impliesm1,m2 are quasi-sorted monomials which lie in the same residue class modulo IΨ .
By Lemma 5.8 we havem1 = m2. This is a contradiction. Hence the monomials in in(IΨ ) are precisely the non-quasi-sorted
monomials. We conclude that the set G0 is a Gröbner basis of IΨ with respect to≺. 
Moreover, by setting Y(0,t) = xt , we have that the Rees algebra Rees(Jt1 , . . . , Jtk) is defined by a Gröbner basis of quadrics
of following forms:
(i) Y(s,a)Y(r,b) − Y(s,c)Y(r,d): (c, d) is the quasi-sorted pair reduction of (a, b).
(ii) xtY(p,a) − xahY(p,b) : with ah−1 <c t < ah for some h, 1 ≤ h ≤ p, b is the sequence (a1, . . . , ah−1, t, ah+1, . . . , ap) and
a0 = −∞. Hence we have proved Theorem 5.13.
Moreover, we can deduce that the multi-homogeneous Rees algebra Rees(I1, . . . , Is) is Koszul; see [3, Corollary 3.14]. By
using the result in [1] for the multigraded case, we can give another proof of the result in Section 3.
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